
As 2016 nears a close, our team at BB&T is mindful of uncertainty in the marketplace. This year has seen some 
dramatic shifts in the market, as the VIX index (CBOT:VIX) indicates below, measuring market expectation of 
near-term volatility. Notable VIX levels include Brexit and the U.S. election. Post-election we saw an immediate 
impact driving interest rates higher, specifically the 30-year Treasury bond yield rising 25 basis points, one of 
the largest upward swings seen since the start of the millennium. BB&T will continue to provide our clients with 
creative and diverse solutions to meet your school’s financing goals amidst evolving markets. 

This quarter’s Blackboard publication features industry professional expertise on charter school internal controls, 
highlights from BB&T’s visit to Amigos Por Vida charter school in Southwest Houston, an in-depth look into 
credit ratings, and Dear Maggie. Additionally, BB&T is preparing for our 4th Annual Charter School Investor 
Symposium in Coral Gables, Fla., which connects charter school leadership and industry professionals with the 
investors actively buying charter school bonds. We invite you to get out of the winter weather and join us!  
From all of us at BB&T, wishing you and yours a joyous holiday season. 

Sincerely, 
Richard Harmon

Dear FrienDs & Colleagues,

Richard Harmon 
Managing Director and  
Education Group Head

Rich Harmon is based in Columbus, 
Ohio, and manages BB&T’s nationally 
recognized education finance team.  
He has more than 32 years of dedicated 
experience working with nonprofit 
charter and private schools, higher 
education, senior living and hospital 
organizations. 
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“The world is in perpetual motion,  
and we must invent the things of 
tomorrow… Act with audacity.”

-Madame Barbe-Nicole Clicquot
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Internal controls are the plans, methods and procedures adopted 
to safeguard your charter, therefore increasing the likelihood of 
achieving the objectives of: 

■■ Efficiency and effectiveness of operations  

■■ Reliability of financial reporting

■■ Compliance with laws and regulations

A strong system of internal control ensures that resources are 
properly handled and used, and that assets are not exposed to 
misappropriation for unauthorized access and use. In addition, 
many external charter auditors are required to report on the 
internal controls, systems and structure as a whole.

TYPES OF INTERNAL CONTROLS

Preventive controls are designed to discourage or pre-empt 
errors or irregularities. Credit checks, job descriptions, required 
authorization signatures, data entry checks, passwords and 
physical control over assets to prevent their improper use are all 
examples of preventive controls.

Detective controls are designed to search for and identify errors 
after they have occurred. They are more expensive than preventive 
controls, but still essential since they measure the effectiveness of 
preventive controls and are the only way to control certain types 
of errors. Account reviews and reconciliations, observations of 
payroll distribution, periodic physical inventory counts, passwords, 
transaction edits and internal audits are examples of detective 
controls.

Corrective controls are designed to prevent the recurrence 
of errors. They begin when improper outcomes occur and are 
detected and focus the spotlight on the problem. A budget 
variance report is an example of a corrective control.

The internal control process should be designed to be ongoing, 
robust and interactive. Being far more than just policies, manuals 
and forms, successful internal controls are dependent upon 
actions and the people who carry them out.  

LEADERSHIP

It is the responsibility of each charter school leadership team 
to identify a responsible person or team to manage the internal 
controls. This will ensure that the school remains on course toward 
meeting its financial goals by minimizing surprises and risks within 
the organization.  

KEY ACTIVITIES

In all systems of internal control, there are six consistent factors:  

1.  A clear and balanced segregation of duties

2.  A prescribed structure of authority and responsibility 

3.  Well-developed policies and procedures

4.  A mandate for authorization and approval 

5.  Planned and random reconciliation and review of activities

6.  Security control

While the makeup of each component may be structured 
differently in each unique internal control process, the inclusion 
of these aspects best ensures an effective control system.

The segregation of duties refers specifically to having a division 
of responsibilities between more than one person. No one person 
should be in a position to control a transaction from initiation to 
completion. This alone reduces the risk of error or inappropriate 
action by any one person. A common example is that the person 
who receives cash or checks should be different from the person 
preparing the deposit and should also be different from the 
person delivering the deposit to the bank. Each of these three 
individuals should sign off in agreement on the amount of cash/
checks transferred from hand to hand, and then an additional, 
separate party should reconcile the bank deposits at the end of 
the month with the receipt from the actual deposit. 

In each charter school, the line of authority and reporting 
responsibility is unique. The need for the organizational structure 
of the school personnel to be clearly defined and communicated 
is essential. Employees need to know who is responsible for what, 
who they directly report to, and where questions/concerns should 
be directed. A simple org chart does a lot to offer clarity here. Also 
in line with the organization’s structure are its written policies and 
procedures in regards to expectations of all employees. Periodic 
review of the staff handbook, the organization chart and other 
governing documents will ensure that employees are working 
with an understanding of accurate, applicable information.

Fully developed and established policies and procedures provide 
guidance and training to ensure consistent performance at 
a required level of quality. Policies and procedures should be 
included in staff development so they are understood and 
utilized. The more specific and exact these can be, the more 
useful, as well as providing less room for misunderstandings  
and accidental error.  

Assessing the strength of your internAl Controls  
Author: Karen Mowbray, Chief Executive Officer, Charter School Success
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Building levels of approval into critical activities is an obvious 
way to include checks and balances in a control system. This is 
common in purchasing – a teacher may request a purchase, then 
it moves to a department head for approval, then finally to the 
business manager or CFO. In this case, a purchase goes through 
three checkpoints prior to becoming live. Typically, each of the 
approvers has a specific approval limit as well.  

The review of activities can focus on several functions including 
compliance, finance, system operations and more. Reconciliation 
involves comparing transactions or activity recorded to sources 
that are external to the control system to help ensure that the 
information reported is valid and accurate. At charter schools, 
we are accustomed to the auditor coming in annually to do 
this, matching the recorded revenue and expenditure activity to 
the miscellaneous backup documentation. Other operational 
reconciliations are benefit elections to insurance bill, bank 
reconciliation, and reconciliation of missing checks. We should do 
these kinds of audits on our own throughout the school year, too. 

Security refers to securing the valuable tangible items and data 
of the school. Sometimes electronic systems are implemented, 
while at other times visual, hands-on security practices are 
utilized. Security especially comes into play when dealing with 
the internal controls over inventory. All physical assets and 
“walkables” (items under asset limit but easy to walk off with) 
should be secured and then periodically counted. That count 
should then be compared with amounts shown on the control 
records. Security also refers to the controls over data. A common 
way to control electronic data accessible by passwords is to 
routinely change the passwords. Very sensitive information 
should only be shared in encrypted messages. 

LIMITED RESOURCES

Some charter schools may find that they are faced with their 
own internal limitations for creating an internal control system 
as robust as they’d like it to be. Limits of personnel, resources, 

time, knowledge base and even employee engagement all impact 
the strength and effectiveness of such systems. Leadership’s 
judgment regarding the necessary extent and makeup of internal 
control systems is also affected by circumstances such as the 
size of the organization and the number of personnel available. 
Consideration must be given to the relationship between costs 
and benefits of the systems.  

The fact of the matter is that no matter how tight, how well-
designed, how many checks and balances are in place, no internal 
control method or system can provide a guarantee that a charter 
school, or any organization, is 100% free from risk.  

Internal controls, at best, offer reasonable assurance that the 
objectives of the controlled system are met. For this reason, it is 
imperative to assess the internal control systems in place at your 
charter school. The result of the assessment is always to identify 
areas to strengthen the organization through improvement and 
implementation of more robust, better processes in the internal 
control systems.

INTERNAL CONTROL RISK ASSESSMENT CONSIDERATIONS 

A risk assessment is defined as the entity’s identification, analysis 
and management of risks. Risks can arise or change as a result of 
many factors, so periodic risk evaluation is necessary. Some of  
the factors that contribute to changes in risk are changes in 

Fourth AnnuAl BB&t ChArter 
SChool InveStor SympoSIum

Jan. 25-26, 2017  

Biltmore hotel, Coral gables, Fla.

For further details, please contact lynn edris 

(ledris@BBandTCM.com). register online at 

BBT.com/CMConferences. 

We hope you can join us!

UPCOMINg CONFERENCES

Charter school Development Center 
Conference, san Diego, Calif.  
- Dec. 8-9

Colorado league of Charter  
schools Conference - Feb. 23-25

georgia Charter schools  
Conference - March 14-15

California Charter schools  
Conference - March 20-23

arizona Charter schools 2017 golf 
Tournament - March 4

A charter school business office expert, Karen 
Mowbray is the CEO and founder of Charter 
School Success (CSS) and creator of Charter 
School Business Officer Certification (CSBOC), 
the certification program for Texas charter 
school business officers, associated with the 
Texas Charter Schools Association (TCSA).    
Karen worked in the financial services and 
healthcare industry for 19 years prior to her 
eight years as the business officer of Odyssey 

Academy. During this time, Odyssey propelled from a small, struggling 
charter to a transformed, focused and robust charter.
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environment such as adding a campus, introduction of new state 
regulations, introduction of new personnel, implementing a  
new or revamped information system, seeing a rapid growth in 
enrollment, etc.

The following areas of internal control management are common 
in charter schools: Inventory and Assets, Purchasing, Budget, 
Cash Handling, Employee Compensation and Financial 
Reporting.

Within each category, there are simple yet necessary questions you 
should be asking as a part of your assessment to address whether 
or not your charter has an opportunity to improve the internal 

control systems in place. That said, we have developed a list of 
indicators, by category, that you can easily go through for your own 
charter school to determine where you stand in each area. For each 
indicator, ask yourself, “Does this exist or is this addressed in the 
system we have in place?” Based on your responses, look for areas 
where you might be able to enhance what you’re already doing to 
make your internal control systems just a little stronger. As is true 
for many things in the charter school world, we get better one step 
at a time!

Below are examples of just two categories on the checklist of 
indicators developed for charter schools. To request the full checklist, 
email Karen Mowbray at karen@charterschoolsuccess.com.

INVENTORY AND ASSETS 
Does this exist or is addressed at our charter?

q■ Are duties and responsibilities for initiating, evaluating 
 and approving capital expenditures, leases, and 
 maintenance or repair projects segregated from those  
 for project accounting, property records and general  
 ledger functions?

q■ Are the individuals who are authorized to initiate  
 capital asset transactions clearly identified, and 
  are the limits of their authority clearly defined? 

q■ Is written management or board approval required for  
 all significant capital asset projects or acquisitions?

q■ Are procedures in place for authorizing, approving  
 and documenting sales or other dispositions of  
 capital assets?

q■ Are inventory records maintained for supplies and  
 capital assets?

q■ Are inventory records verified by physical inventories  
 at least once each year?

q■ Are discrepancies between inventory records and  
 the physical count promptly investigated and appropriate 
 adjustments of the records made?

q■ Are inventory records maintained by persons who  
 have no access to the supplies stored?

q■ Are stolen goods promptly reported to a local law 
 enforcement officer?

q■ Are fully depreciated assets carried in the accounting 
 records as a means of providing accounting control?

CASH HANDLINg 
Does this exist or is addressed at our charter?

q■ Are the following functions performed by someone other 
 than the accounts receivable bookkeeper:

  q Handling cash and maintaining cash records?

  q Opening incoming mail?

q■ Is there a segregation of responsibilities for preparing  
 and approving bank account reconciliations from  
 those for other cash receipt or disbursement functions?

q■ Are there timely deposits (preferably daily) of  
 all receipts?

q■ Are there controls over the collection, timely deposit  
 and recording of collections in the accounting records  
 in each collection location?

q■ Is there a restrictive endorsement on incoming checks  
 as soon as received?

q■ Are the receipts controlled by cash register, pre- 
 numbered receipts, or other equivalent means for  
 payments made in person (over the counter)?

q■ Is the accounting for such receipts balanced to 
 collections daily?

q■ Are there facilities for protecting un-deposited  
 cash receipts?

q■ Is there a maintenance of control over supply of  
 unused and voided warrants or checks?

q■ Are there controls and physical safeguards surrounding 
 working (petty cash) funds?

q■ Is there a comparison of deposit amounts and dates with 
 cash receipt entries?

q■ Is there a periodic investigation of checks outstanding for 
 a considerable time?

4
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In Southwest Houston there is a special charter located in the Gulfton community that is known  for its poor, young and mobile Hispanic 
population base. The Gulfton area is one of the densest and most diverse communities in Houston. 

Paula Permenter hands out supplies.BB&T’s Vicki White, Martha Karasch and Paula Permenter.

ChArter sChool teAm DonAtes BACk-to-sChool 
supplies to entire ChArter sChool
By Martha Martinez Karasch, Vice President – BB&T Capital Markets Charter School Group – Houston, Texas 

The school’s student population is 
almost 100% economically 
disadvantaged. The Amigos Por Vida 
(“APV”) charter school is critical to the 
success of the area’s youth. BB&T 
selected APV as the school for the 2016 
Lighthouse Charter School Team  
Project in order to make an impact in  
our local community.

After learning about APV’s desire  
to equip its students with supplies  
to start the new year, BB&T’s Charter 
School Finance Group teamed up with 
the Ice Miller Public Finance team in 
Columbus, Ohio, to fulfill those needs.  
APV provided our team with its grade- 
specific wish lists so the donation was 
as meaningful as possible. 

Members of the BB&T team from 
Houston and Denver delivered the 
supplies during APV’s “Meet the Teacher” 
event on Aug. 12. In addition, our team 
provided and handed out pastries and 
cold refreshments to the students, 
parents, teachers and volunteers, which 
were well-received in the hot Texas 
summer weather.  

Most rewarding to our team was 
knowing that all of APV’s 500+ students 
in grades PreK3-8th were equipped with 
fresh new school supplies and were set 
for the start of an exciting new year.

AMIGOS POR VIDA BACK-TO-SCHOOL SUPPLIES DONATION: AN EXAMPLE OF 
THE BB&T LIGHTHOUSE PROjECT

Through the BB&T Lighthouse Project, our corporation provides financial support to 
local charities, while our associates roll up their sleeves and go to work landscaping, 
painting, preparing meals and supplies, and more. Since the Lighthouse Project began 
in 2009, our associates have contributed more than 385,000 volunteer hours and 
improved the quality of life for more than 11 million people. 

Students excited for the new school year.
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“In addition to school supplies,  
BB&T also brought many smiles to 
the students and parents of Amigos 
Por Vida. Your generosity ensured that 
students were well equipped to start 
classes fully prepared on the first day  
of school. Many thanks.”  

- Olga Flores Chen, School Counselor,   
   Amigos Por Vida



“Chance favors the prepared…” Louis Pasteur

Credit ratings can be critical to a successful charter school bond 
financing. Often, however, the process is a new undertaking for many 
charter school leaders, wrought with unknowns. My colleagues and 
I frequently field questions regarding ratings, including: Who are the 
companies providing credit ratings for charter schools? Does my 
school need a rating to complete a financing? What should schools 
expect from the process? What is a good rating? How can my school 
maximize its rating?

This article has been prepared to examine certain aspects of credit 
ratings for charter school leaders who would like answers to the 
questions above in order to help define a strategy for working with 
credit rating agencies.

Who are the companies providing ratings for charter schools?

Presently there are several companies, or rating agencies, providing 
charter schools with ratings including Standard & Poor’s (S&P), 
Moody’s Investors Service (Moody’s), Fitch Ratings (Fitch), Kroll  
Bond Rating Agency, and HR Rating. S&P is the most active in 
the sector with 265 ratings as of july 31, 2016. Fitch also rates a 
substantial number of charter schools, but it has become a less  
active player after publishing revised criteria in 2011. Moody’s 
recently revised its charter school rating criteria, which it had not 
updated since 2006, presumably to increase the number of charter 
schools that it rates. Both Kroll and HR Rating have not been 
particularly active in the market. 

Given that S&P is currently the most active rating agency in this 
market, the remainder of this article will refer to ratings using S&P’s 
rating conventions for simplicity’s sake, but schools should be 
cognizant that Moody’s uses an alphanumeric convention that is 
slightly different than S&P’s.

Does my school need a rating?

There is a misconception among some charter school leaders that 
a charter school must obtain a credit rating to borrow funds in the 
bond market or obtain a bank loan. They do not. In fact, since the 
first charter school bond offering in 1998, only 515 charter school 
bond offerings have been rated, which equates to approximately 
52% of offerings. Clearly, a credit rating that costs tens of thousands 
of dollars is not necessary to complete a financing. The question is, 
“Why would my school seek a rating?”

Charter schools should seek a credit rating when borrowing money 
through a bond offering if: 1) their leaders believe that they will 
obtain an investment grade credit rating immediately; 2) the school 
could be rated investment grade within a few years after completing 
a financing; or 3) the school has existing bonds that are already rated 

and it is borrowing more money. There are additional circumstances 
that could warrant a rating, but they are the exception and not  
the rule.

The rationale behind each of these reasons is generally the same, 
and that is to provide bond investors with another way to value their 
charter school investments, supplementing the analysis the analysts 
perform themselves. Moreover, ratings help investors determine 
which schools are eligible for investment since certain investors are 
limited to buying investment grade bonds, while others may only 
buy non-rated and/or non-investment grade bonds. 

What should schools expect from the process?

The rating process lasts four to eight weeks, depending on 
the complexity of the school being rated, the rating agency’s 
current workload, and whether or not the school has a current 
credit rating. To begin the process, the school and its investment 
banker or advisor complete a brief rating application and submit 
financial and operating information to the rating agency. After the 
rating agency has analyzed the information and reviewed basic 
financing documents, the agency will send analysts to visit the 
school’s management and discuss the financing, operating results, 
competitive market and strategy. Typically, the meeting lasts a few 
hours and involves the school’s director, the business manager, any 
third-party financial consultant, the investment banker and select 
board members. Following the meeting, the analyst may have some 
additional questions for clarification; these will then be used together 
with the information gathered in the meeting to prepare a credit 
recommendation.

The rating analyst submits her/his recommendation to the agency’s 
internal credit committee, which deliberates and ultimately assigns 
a credit rating to the school. Following the committee’s assignment, 
the rating analyst prepares a report delineating the factors that were 
evaluated in assigning the rating, which will be published for bond 
investors to see. Prior to publishing, the school and its banker have 
an opportunity to review the rating for gross negligence and, barring 
any significant oversight on behalf of the rating agency, the report 
is released and the rating is established for newly rated schools 
or affirmed, downgraded or upgraded for schools with an existing 
rating.

What is a good rating?

What constitutes a “good” rating for charter schools is subjective, 
so before we make an assessment about what is “good,” it would be 
useful to discuss how ratings are categorized. Ratings are separated 
into two categories: investment grade and non-investment grade. 
Within each of these broad categories are several subcategories and 
further gradations. Credit ratings for charter schools are applied on 
the same general scale (not the same criteria) as other organizations 

A primer for unDerstAnDing ChArter sChool CreDit rAtings 
By Matthias O’Meara, Managing Director – BB&T Capital Markets Charter School Group – Denver, Colo.
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borrowing money including large multinational companies  
(i.e., General Electric, Microsoft, etc.), sovereign nations  
(i.e., USA, Germany, etc.), public school districts, and probably  
the municipality in which you reside. Denver, Colo., where I reside, 
is currently rated Triple-A by all three major rating agencies – the 
highest rating available. (The Spectrum Comparison table below 
provides an example of organizations that have credit ratings 
at various points on the scale.) Within this universe of ratings, 
charter schools generally are rated no higher than “BBB+” but  
the vast majority of ratings are “BBB-” or “BB+.”

What 
constitutes a 
good rating for 
charter schools 
should be 
evaluated from 
the perspective 
of value to 
the school. As 
we discussed 
previously, 
investors use 
credit ratings 
to determine 
if they can 
purchase a given 
bond and to 
establish value 
for a bond. 
Therefore, a 

rating that is good is one that either: 1) maximizes the number of 
investors that are eligible to purchase the bond (i.e., to increase 
demand for the bond and thereby decrease yield); or 2) provides 
an investor with the potential to realize a gain in value of the 
bond (e.g., the face value or dollar price) if and when a rating is 
upgraded from non-investment grade to investment grade.

Most charter school bonds are sold to institutional investors rather 
than individual or retail investors, and many institutional investors 
are prohibited from purchasing bonds that are not rated or are 
rated below investment grade. Therefore 
any rating that is investment grade (BBB- 
for S&P and Fitch or Baa3 for Moody’s 
or better) maximizes the number of 
investors that can buy a school’s bonds, 
which theoretically should drive interest 
rates lower by skewing the supply-and-
demand dynamic in the school’s favor.  

Sometimes a school’s likelihood of obtaining an investment 
grade credit rating is slim to none, but a credit rating may still 
be warranted if there is a probability of the school becoming 
investment grade within a few years of becoming rated. The rating 
that a school would seek in this circumstance would be BB+, which 
is the rating that is one notch below investment grade. A school 
that is strong and has a BB+ rating can be appealing to investors 

because if and when the school is upgraded to investment grade, 
the dollar price or value of those bonds will increase and boost the 
total investment return. In such a circumstance, investors may 
exhibit greater demand for the school’s bond 
than they would otherwise demonstrate 
for a non-investment grade bond, 
again translating to lower interest 
rates for the school.

It is important for school leaders 
to note that both S&P and 
Moody’s have insinuated that 
while the majority of ratings may be  
in the investment grade presently, if a 
greater number of schools sought ratings  
it could be assumed that the sector would have more non-
investment grade ratings than investment grade. Given that 
many charter schools have not even obtained a rating, as 
discussed earlier in this article, it is little surprise that the ratio 
of investment grade to non-investment grade schools has slowly 
eroded over the last few years. Nonetheless, an investment grade 
rating is not easily obtained, and sometimes a non-investment 
grade credit rating is good and provides a school with the 
opportunity to reduce interest rates over a non-rated bond.

How can my school maximize its rating?

Ratings are supposed to be a reflection of a school’s historical 
operations and the prospects for those operations improving 
or deteriorating. Schools that obtain investment grade ratings 
usually have a multi-year record of performing well financially 
and academically, and they typically have excellent enrollment 
trends and easily quantifiable demand for their program (e.g., 
a waitlist). While rating agencies do not readily define what 
constitutes academic excellence or strong demand, they do 
provide target financial ratios and/or median ratios that clearly 
establish guidelines for being in a particular credit rating category. 
Schools that continuously meet or exceed these ratio guidelines 
have a significantly better chance of obtaining an investment 
grade rating. The Median Financial Ratios table below shows 
investment grade ratios for S&P and Moody’s.

Rating agencies are focusing on risk to an organization in addition 
to the purely quantitative financial and enrollment analysis. 
New construction projects, poor or blasé relationships with an 
authorizer, high board or management turnover, or a highly 
competitive market are all potential risks to a school’s operations 
and can be detrimental to a credit rating. Schools and boards that 
understand these risks, develop policies and strategies to mitigate 
these types of risks and have a demonstrated record of handling 
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these risks with minimal disruption to performance are viewed 
more favorably by rating analysts.

No banker can significantly change a rating agency’s view of your 
school, but your banker can help you articulate your school’s 
“story” so that all the facts are presented in a context that caters 
to a rating analyst’s mindset. In addition, bankers frequently help 
clients anticipate the types of questions that a rating analyst will 
ask as well as decipher industry jargon used by bankers and analysts 
alike, so the rating process proceeds smoothly and a school’s 
management and governance team understand exactly the nature 
of the rating analyst’s questions and why each one is being asked.

The most reliable way to improve your school’s chances for a 
good credit rating is to work with a banker or advisor periodically 
in the years leading up to a bond offering. These professionals 
can analyze the school’s financial position, identify areas for 
improvement and suggest strategies that can be implemented 
during the years leading up to the bond offering.

Conclusion

A credit rating is a tool that investors rely on to help them value 
investments in charter schools and determine if they are eligible 

to invest in a given school. The majority of charter school bonds 
continue to be non-rated, so having a rating is not a necessity. 
Schools that develop strong financial policies, establish goals for 
academic performance, and consistently meet enrollment and 
financial targets tend to obtain better ratings. But good ratings are 
not something that can be achieved by making overnight changes 
to your school’s operations. Rather, they are the reflection of years 
of refining your school’s operations as well as an executive team and 
board that can anticipate and manage risks to your school’s future.

Q:  MaY our CharTer sChool 
BoarD MeMBers PurChase BonDs 
on The PriCing DaTe?

a:  The answer depends on the structure of the 
bond financing, which may determine whether 
a board member may purchase the bonds. 
There are three primary considerations: (1) 
Purchase Restrictions, (2) Denominations,  
and (3) Retail Orders/Allocations.

Purchase Restrictions: On the bond risk 
spectrum, regardless of whether they 
are investment grade or non-investment 
grade, charter school bonds are currently 
regarded within the investor community 
as high risk with speculative credit quality. 
For this reason, in many circumstances 
charter school bonds are restricted for 
purchase only by sophisticated investors 
accustomed to evaluating a charter school’s 
creditworthiness prior to placing orders for 
its bonds. Such investors typically qualify as 
“Qualified Institutional Buyers” or “Accredited 
Investors” as those terms are defined in rules 
promulgated by the Securities and Exchange 
Commission. Even so, an exception under the  
SEC rules may permit a board member  

to purchase bonds (emphasis added): “May 
sell to an unlimited number of ‘accredited 
investors’ and up to 35 other persons who do 
not need to satisfy the sophistication or wealth 
standards associated with other exemptions,” as 
long as three additional requirements are met 
(see https://www.sec.gov/answers/rule505.
htm). Further, charter school bonds higher on 
the credit spectrum may have no purchase 
restrictions at all. 

Denominations: Bond denominations, 
set by the bond documents and typically 
required by issuer policies, identify the 
smallest denomination in which a bond issue 
may be offered. Municipal bond issuance 
is commonly structured with $5,000 
denominations; however, charter school 
bonds are often offered in higher increments. 
With increased denominations, the potential 
buying pool decreases, often disqualifying 
mom and pop investors (“retail”) from 
purchasing, without any actual purchase 
restriction. For example, a conduit issuer may 
require non-investment grade and/or non-
rated charter school bonds to have a minimum 
denomination of $100,000. 

Retail Order Periods: In a negotiated sale, the 
period where an investor may submit an order 
for the bonds being priced at adequate interest 
rate levels is called an “order period.” In some 
situations, an underwriter may structure a retail 
order period. This is usually the day prior to the 
institutional investor order period, allowing 
retail investors, like you and me, to place an 
order before the battle for bond allocations 
amongst institutional investors takes place, 
more likely allowing a board member an 
opportunity to purchase bonds at suitable 
interest rate levels and coupon structures.

If your school has questions, please email 
MCaschette@BBandTCM.com. BB&T will 
include questions/responses  
in an upcoming issue, in  
hopes of benefiting other  
schools facing similar  
circumstances.

Dear Maggie,

Maggie Caschette 
Assistant Vice President

Matt O’Meara, Managing Director 
BB&T Capital Markets Education Finance Team 
303-386-7242  n■ MOMeara@BBandTCM.com 

Based in Denver, Colo., Matt has worked as an 
investment banker for more than a decade, 
completing transactions ranging from project 
financings to acquisitions and derivative advisory 
for charter schools and a variety of  501(c)(3) 
organizations.
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ArounD the town haPPenings WiTh The BB&T TeaM anD our ClienTs

Congratulations to Barbara Hale of Sycamore Academy for her election 
to the Riverside County Board of Education.

“Thank you to everyone who attended our North Carolina Charter 
School Summer Conference and showed their support for charter 
schools in North Carolina. We are very excited about working together 
to create one voice and shared values for charter school operators in 
North Carolina. The new association is committed to providing 
increased member services and professional development, advocacy, 
effective charter support tools and a better avenue for communication 
with the Office of Charter Schools and the Charter School Advisory 
Board. We look forward to working with all of our schools, vendors and 
community members to help add value for our current schools and  
support new school development so the thousands of students sitting 
on waiting lists for lotteries have an opportunity to attend a school of 
their choice.“  -Jennifer Lucas, M.Ed – Managing Director

BB&T closed the Series 2016 start-up financing for Oceanside 
Collegiate Academy in South Carolina.

BB&T is proud to continue supporting the mission and expansion of 
Charter Schools USA.

Groundbreaking for Newman International Academy’s new events 
center in Cedar Hill, Texas, financed with 2016A&B Bonds. Left to 
right, Paula Permenter, BB&T Capital Markets; Sean Butler, 
partner-Butler Cohen; Martha Karasch, BB&T Capital Markets;  
Eric Cohen, partner-Butler Cohen; Rob Howe, District Coordinator, 
Newman International Academy.

NOVA Academy celebrated the opening of its new building with a 
ribbon-cutting ceremony on Aug. 22, 2016. BB&T Capital Markets  
is proud to have played a role in the acquisition of NOVA’s new 
permanent home in Santa Ana, Calif. 9



eXAmples of reCent trAnsACtions

TransaCTion overvieW

In june 2016 , BB&T Capital Markets closed a $31,315,000 Series 2016 tax-exempt fixed rate bond 
issue for Edkey, Inc., in Arizona. Proceeds were used to refinance prior 2006 bonds for approximately 
$1 million of annual savings as a result of key structural changes. In addition, the 2016 bonds allowed 
the school to acquire and improve facilities and land in the Phoenix area and provided funds for a debt 
service reserve fund and costs of issuance.

The 2016 bonds were rated “BB” with a negative outlook. Investors also had no recent academic ratings 
to gauge academic performance since Arizona had suspended academic ratings until the new system 
is implemented. The BB&T financing team worked with the school to articulate its credit strengths: 
diverse portfolio of schools serving a wide variety of students and communities, strong student 

retention, minimal construction risk, experienced board and leadership team, strong projected coverage and cash projections, strong proven 
demand and ability to attract students, strategic growth plan, 20-year charter renewal, strength of relationship with the authorizer and the 
state intercept available in Arizona. 

BB&T provided Edkey with a favorable long-term financing option with a forward-looking legal structure that will allow the school to 
achieve any future growth plans.

At the time of the financing, Edkey operated 19 schools with 5,747 students in grades K-12. Reflecting its mission of serving all children, 
some of its schools specifically focus on serving homeless and deaf and hard of hearing students. Edkey projects to grow to more than 6,900 
students by the 2021-22 school year.

BB&t CApitAl mArkets Closes $31,315,000 finAnCing for eDkey, inC.

$31,315,000
Fixed Rate Revenue Bonds

Sole Manager

TransaCTion overvieW

In September 2016, BB&T Capital Markets closed an $18,145,000 tax-exempt fixed rate bond offering 
for Windsor Charter Academy through the Colorado Educational and Cultural Facilities Authority. The 
primary purpose of the bonds was to refund outstanding 2007 bonds; fund construction of elementary 
school facilities and purchase of adjacent land; finance acquisition of middle school/high school 
facilities; and fund a debt service reserve fund, capitalized interest and costs of issuance.

BB&T devised a plan of finance that focused on locking in historically low long-term interest rates to 
refinance existing 2007 bonds and fund the acquisition and construction of the elementary school 
expansion and middle school/high school facilities. BB&T’s team of bankers tailored a flexible additional 
debt test to accommodate the school’s dual-phase construction growth strategy. The first phase is to 

house the middle school students already enrolled at the school, and the second phase will be to complete the facility and accommodate 
for maximum enrollment. This allows the school to grow enrollment and revenue at a prudent pace as well as minimize construction risk.

Windsor Charter Academy focuses on core knowledge for grades K-8 and offers an early college educational model for grades 9-12 through its 
dual enrollment program in partnership with Aims Community College. It is the only such program in the district and has a 98% participation 
rate. For the 2012-13 school year, Windsor’s middle school ranked seventh among middle schools in Colorado. That same year, its elementary 
school students placed in the top 3% on state assessments and its middle school students in the top 1%.

BB&t CApitAl mArkets Closes $18,145,000 finAnCing  
for winDsor ChArter ACADemy

$18,145,000
Fixed Rate Public Offering

Sole Manager
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TransaCTion overvieW

In May 2016, BB&T Capital Markets closed an $18,315,000 Series 2016A&B tax-exempt fixed rate bond 
issue for the Newman International Academy in Texas. BB&T served as sole managing underwriter. 
The financing allowed the school to acquire a 295-acre former university campus to house and grow 
its Cedar Hill campus, achieving its original goal. However, BB&T reviewed the school’s projections 
and, based on favorable rates in the market at the time, the project was expanded to include the 
construction of a gym/event center with additional classroom space on the campus being acquired. 

The largest credit hurdle was the fact that the projections required nearly double the current 
enrollment. Those concerns were offset by the following credit strengths: strong academic 
performance, strong accountability ratings, near perfect TEA FIRST financial rating, expedited charter 

renewal, strong teacher and student retention, history of operating at capacity, strong coverage and cash projections. BB&T provided 
Newman with a favorable long-term financing that allowed expansion and improvements beyond what the school originally believed 
possible. Bond proceeds also provided funds for a capitalized interest fund, a debt service reserve fund and costs of issuance. 

The Newman International Academy operates an open enrollment charter school on two campuses in Arlington and Cedar Hill, Tex. The 
school offers its students a “STEAM” curriculum (Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts & Athletics, and Math). At the time of the financing, 
the school served Pre-K3 through 12th grade and had a total enrollment of 1,256. It projects to grow to approximately 2,300 students by the 
2019-20 school year.

BB&t CApitAl mArkets Closes $18,315,000 finAnCing for newmAn

$18,315,000
Fixed Rate Revenue Bonds

Sole Manager

TransaCTion overvieW

In june 2016, BB&T Capital Markets closed a $16,610,000 Series 2016A&B tax-exempt fixed rate bond 
issue for Wayside Schools in Texas. Wayside operates an open enrollment school on four campuses (the 
Altamira Academy, the Eden Park Academy, the REAL Learning Academy and the Sci-Tech Preparatory) 
serving PreK3-12th grade. Bond proceeds were used to finance acquisition, improvement, construction, 
renovation and equipping of a 20.5-acre site to house the Sci-Tech Preparatory Upper School and 
Altamira Academy Elementary School. Bond proceeds also provided funds for a capitalized interest 
fund, a debt service reserve fund and costs of issuance. 

BB&T served Wayside Schools as its sole manager. The 2016A&B bonds were offered with a “BB+” 
Standard & Poor’s rating with a positive outlook. The rating was revised to positive from stable, bringing 

the school’s credit rating to one notch away from investment grade. BB&T’s marketing process effectively communicated the numerous 
credit strengths of Wayside to the investor community and secured 14 investors on the 2016 issue. After a strong and successful marketing 
process, BB&T was able to secure a 4.625% interest rate on the 30-year tax-exempt bond.

Wayside Schools is the only public school district in the city of Austin and one of two school districts in Central Texas to offer the full International 
Baccalaureate (“IB”) continuum from the PreK-12th grade. The school has a history of robust enrollment levels and a strong, vetted and 
continuously updated waitlist across all grades. Student count at the time of the financing was 1,695 and is projected to reach 2,491 by the 
2020-21 school year.

BB&t CApitAl mArkets Closes $16,610,000 finAnCing for wAysiDe sChools

$16,610,000
Fixed Rate Revenue Bonds

Sole Managerr
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This material is not to be considered an offer or solicitation regarding the sale of any security.

BB&T Captial Markets and its associates do not provide legal advice. You should consult with your legal professional before taking any action that may have legal consequences. 

BB&T Capital Markets is a division of BB&T Securities, LLC, member FINRA/SIPC. BB&T Securities, LLC, is a wholly owned nonbank subsidiary of BB&T Corporation. Securities or insurance products and annuities sold, 
offered or recommended are not a deposit, not FDIC insured, not guaranteed by a bank, not guaranteed by any federal government agency and may go down in value.

© 2016, Branch Banking and Trust Company. All rights reserved.
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For More inForMaTion 
We invite you to contact any member of our Charter School Finance Team, visit us at BBTCapitalMarkets.com/Education, or send us 
an email at CharterSchools@BBandTCM.com. 


